ABOUT US

MyP MAGNETICA ITALIANA s.r.l. was founded in January 2017 with the acquisition of the company branch related to the production of permanent magnets based on Plastoferrite from Magnetica Italiana, an historical Italian leader of this market sector.

The company is focused on the production of Plastoferrite plastomagnets and on the development of products and technologies based on magnets.

The innovative production process is supported by a quality control laboratory able to analyze all production steps, from magnetic powders to product, and by R & D Department, which accomplishes the Customer's requests.

Our products combine high quality and high added value, with all due respects for sustainability, health and safety.

Since January 2018 the Company is ISO 9001: 2015 certified supporting the idea of Quality and reliability.
**OUR VISION**

In a market moving at the speed of light, we want to carve out our space and be recognized thanks to FLEXIBILITY, COMPETENCE and the SPIRIT OF INITIATIVE that distinguish us.

These values want to underline how our goal is to become a REFERENCE POINT for the world of high quality magnetic products and for highly specialized sectors.

Our focus is driven by three key points:

- SUSTAINABILITY of materials, products and processes;
- HEALTH and SAFETY of our Employees, Customers, Suppliers and the Community;
- The TAILOR MADE, or the customization of the product based on Customer’s Requests.

**LA STRATEGIA AZIENDALE**

An 100% MADE IN ITALY product almost infinite geometries and finishing of the final product

Customization and product development in a real TAILOR-MADE process that allows the customers to get exactly what they need or want.

Development of the plastomagnets universe exploring new possibilities and applications

Trading of injected or sintered magnetic products, in ceramic or metal alloy.
Plastomagneti

Rubber-based Magnetic Product with wide ranges of Physical and Magnetic Properties.

These Characteristics, combined with a high degree of safety, allow to expand the fields of application such as Automotive, Advertising, Pneumatic, Toys and many more…

Have you got an Idea? Are you looking for a tailor-made product? Contact us and a young and specialized team will look after your needs, advising/offering you with the best solutions.

Being a precise colour or geometry, a logo or a 3D shape, we have all the equipments you might need to satisfy/accomplish your requests thanks to a CNC machine.
Sintered and Cast

Trading of magnets with many application possibilities spanning from Automotive to IT, from electric motors to Automation.

A wide spectrum of uses/applications will be covered by the best product we will offer you based on your applicative requests.

OUR OFFER

An Analysis Certificate will accompany your product. Characteristics are measured following ASTM standards.

We perform tests for Customers, from magnetic powders to sintered and cast products.

We evaluate magnetic flux of your package for SAFE and QUICK air shipments.

Quality Control